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ABSTRACT
We present the concept of a new Fabry-Perot instrument called BTFI-2, which is based on the design of another
Brazilian instrument for the SOAR Telescope, the Brazilian Tunable Filter Imager (BTFI). BTFI-2 is designed to
be mounted on the visitor port of the SOAR Adaptive Module (SAM) facility, on the SOAR telescope, at Cerro
Pacho´n, Chile. This optical Fabry-Perot instrument will have a field of view of 3 x 3 arcmin, with 0.12 arcsec
per pixel and spectral resolutions of 4500 and 12000, at H-alpha, dictated by the two ICOS Fabry-Perot devices
available. The instrument will be unique for the study of centers of normal, interacting and active galaxies and
the intergalactic medium, whenever spatial resolution over a large area is required. BTFI-2 will combine the
best features of two previous instruments, SAM-FP and BTFI: it will use an Electron Multiplication detector
for low and fast scanning, it will be built with the possibility of using a new Fabry-Perot etalon which provides
a range of resolutions and it will be light enough to work attached to SAM, and hence the output data cubes
will be GLAO-corrected.
Keywords: instrumentation: interferometers, instrumentation: spectrographs, instrumentation: fabry-perot,
techniques: 3D spectroscopy
1. INTRODUCTION
Numerous integral field spectrographs (IFS) have been deployed on 4 to 8 meter-class telescopes during the last
few decades. These instruments are built to deliver 3D spectroscopy by sampling different regions of the sky
at the same time using different techniques, principally: (1) lenslet arrays, e.g. TIGER/CFHT,1 OASIS/CFHT
and SAURON/WHT,2 OSIRIS/Keck.3 (2) mirror slicers, e.g. SPIFFI/VLT,4 NIFS/Gemini,5 GNIRS/Gemini,6
SWIFT,7 SINFONI/VLT,8 KMOS/VLT,9 MUSE/VLT.10 (3) fiber bundles, e.g. DensePak/KPNO,11 SIL-
FID/CFHT,12 INTEGRAL/WHT,13 FLAME-GIRAFFE/VLT (Pasquini, 2003SPIE.4841.1682P) and more re-
cently SAMI/AAO.14 These IFS have relatively wide spectral range and intermediate spectral resolution (∼ 1000 -
5000), but generally have small field-of-views (FoV).
For larger FoV another class of instruments, the imaging spectrometers, are used. The most common types
are the Fabry-Perot spectrometers (FPS) and Fourier Transform spectrometers (FTS). For a long time, large FoV
scanning FPS have been developed in the optical, e.g. TAURUS,15 CIGALE,16 HIFI,17 MMTF,18 SAM-FP,19
and they have been used with great success, especially for projects which required small wavelength coverage
and large FoV, of the order of a few arc-minutes squared.
This paper describes one such instrument, the Brazilian Tunable Filter Imager 2 (BTFI-2): a Fabry-Perot
imaging spectrometer with high image quality provided by ground-layer adaptive optics (GLAO). This opens
a whole new window for scientific exploration in areas such as the study of the physics of nearby galaxies,
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their kinematics, and their star formation history from pc to kpc scales by taking advantage of the large FoV
(3 x 3 arcmin) and high spatial resolution, thanks to the SAM facility.20 Galaxies consist of baryons distributed
in multiple morphological and kinematic components (bulges, disks, bars, black holes) trapped into the deep
potential well of dark matter halos. High resolution spatially resolved spectroscopy on large FoV allows gathering
detailed spatial and spectral information to measure numerous physical parameters such as (1) the interaction
and feedback between the gas, the stars, the dust and the black holes on galactic (10-100 pc) scales and, (2)
mass loss mechanisms in stars, HII regions, planetary nebulae and supernova on smaller (pc) scales for galactic
structures.
BTFI-2 is a new instrument concept based on the Brazilian Tunable Filter Imager (BTFI, Ref. 21), a FPS
instrument designed for use with the SOAR Adaptive Module (SAM), at the 4.1 m SOAR Telescope, at Cerro
Pacho´n, in Chile. BTFI is now officially decommissioned due to a number of reasons described further on in
this paper. Instead, a much simpler instrument called SAM-FP has been used since 2016 to meet the needs
of the SOAR community in obtaining spectroscopy with the SAM instrument. SAM-FP yields 3 × 3 arcmin
GLAO-corrected data cubes for a variety of studies, as mentioned in section 2. However, SAM-FP is equipped
with a normal CCD, and not with a photon counting system like an EMCCD, given that it uses the regular SAM
camera called SAMI, which limits the detector power at low flux of the instrument. Standard CCDs still exhibit
readout noise of a few electrons per pixel which does not allow short exposures and furthermore fast scanning of
elementary FP cycles for which sub-electron readout is requested (see section 6 for details). The most important
gain expected with BTFI-2 will be to get deeper data, thanks to the capability of scanning the data cube with
shorter exposure times to averaging sky transmission fluctuations.
Our plan for the new instrument BTFI-2 is to re-use part of the optical design and components of BTFI.
BTFI-2 will then inherit the good features of both BTFI and SAM-FP: it will be a light instrument attached to
the SAM’s visitor’s port (and therefore it will yield GLAO-corrected images), it will contemplate the use of a
novel FPS that may enable a range of spectral resolutions, and it will use EMCCD (which will facilitate scanning
and will allow for deeper data cubes to be taken). The unique feature of a FPS system attached to SAM is of
course the GLAO-corrected images it delivers, over a FoV of 3×3 arcmin. No other 4-meter class telescope has
this capability.
BTFI and SAM-FP, the two instruments which can be considered precursors of BTFI-2, are now briefly
described in the section 2. Then we we show the top level requirements for the instrument in section 3. section 4
describes the optical design. section 5 describes the instrument’s mechanical concept with a brief description of
each element. Finally, section 7 closes this work with some future steps and planning.
2. SAM-FP AND BTFI, THE PRECURSORS OF BTFI2
BTFI21 was an instrument designed and built at the University of Sa`o Paulo, Brazil to be used at the SOAR
Telescope, either directly at the telescope’s visitor port for seeing limited image quality or with SAM for enhanced
image quality. It delivered high and low spectral resolution data cubes using Fabry-Perot interferometer and an
imaging Bragg Tunable Filter (iBTF) in two different light paths. The iBTF was a new concept described at
Ref.22 which used two identical volume-phase holographic gratings together acting as a tunable filter. For each
channel BTFI had a EMCCD for fast readout and improved signal-to-noise ratio. The instrument was meant to
be used with the THALES SESO Fabry-Perot, but those were not finished by the time that the instrument was
commissioned. Instead, we had two ICOS FP that were used by that time with success, but with seeing limited
images.
Although we had several success runs, BTFI was decommissioned for several reasons. First, it did not comply
with the size and weight requirements to be used at SAM’s visitor port. Because of this, BTFI could only be
used with seeing limited image quality. Second, even with successful tests in the lab, we never managed to have
the desired quality data cubes using the iBTF. Finally, the EMCCDs started to present unexpected behavior
in terms of sensitivity and noise. The EMCCDs were reviewed and are now fixed (see subsection 5.8), but we
decided to focus on the use of the Fabry-Perot available in the collimated space of SAM in a new observation
mode called SAM-FP.
SAM-FP delivers data cubes with both spatial and spectral information by scanning FP while acquiring
images using the SAM Imager (SAMI), which holds a classical CCD. SAM yields angular resolutions down to
0.5 arcsec over a FoV of of 3 x 3 arcmin in the optical, using Ground Layer Adaptive Optics (GLAO). The data
cubes spectral resolution is determined by which of the two ICOS (Queensgate) Fabry-Perot’s is available for
use within SAM (see subsection 5.5).
Since 2016A, SAM-FP has been producing high signal-to-noise GLAO-corrected data cubes of Galactic Plan-
etary nebulae, HH objects, Giant HII regions and star-forming and active galaxies. Examples of data obtained
with SAM-FP can be found in Ref. 19 and 23. Although SAM-FP is producing excellent data, the large existing
overhead times limit the use of the instrument for brighter objects, and the high noise levels of SAMI’s detectors
limits the use of the instrument for fainter targets (see section 6).
Considering these limitations, we want to replace the SAMI’s CCD with the BTFI’s EMCCD, which is much
more appropriate for FP observations of faint sources like galaxies or faint nebulae since its readout noise is very
low and its readout rate is fast, less than one second. With that, the EM detector will enable rapid scan in order
to average the effects of the atmosphere and seeing during an acquisition. In addition, it will also allow going
deeper, for a given exposure time, considering that this detector has better performance than a normal CCD for
low-flux objects.24
This replacement requires a focal reducer because the physical dimensions of both detectors are different in
terms of pixel size, number of pixels, and detector size. Considering that, the most reasonable option would be to
re-use the BTFI’s optical elements since they were designed for that purpose. Although we have the detector and
the optical elements, BTFI-2 still needs an opto-mechanical concept that would follow the top level requirements.
This concept is the focus of the work presented here.
3. TOP LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
The first BTFI-2 top requirement is that it should be light enough to be installed on SAM. That means that
the instrument itself cannot weigh more than ∼ 100 kg (Eng. Patr´ıcio Schurter, private communication). This
100 kg limit does not consider computers and controllers because they can be connected to the instrument
through cables instead of lying within the instrument. The mass of all optical components excluding the filter
mechanism and any supports or stages for the components, is approximately 35 kg.
The volume requirements are provided by the SOAR staff in the form of a SolidWorks 3D model. All the
work that we have done so far considered this available space envelope. Since computers and controllers were
not considered in the instrument design, we still need to evaluate how and where we will put these components
and how they will communicate with the instrument itself.
Another top level constraint is that BTFI-2 will use the optical elements from its predecessor, BTFI. BTFI
was designed and built to re-image (at F/7.1) the SOAR telescope native focal surface (at Nasmyth, F/16.5) and
the focal surface resulting from the Adaptive Optics (AO) optical train. Its optical design provides images with
3.0 x 3.0 arcmin with 0.12 arcsec / pixel plate scale on a e2v CCD207 EMCCD 1696 x 1616 with 19 µm pixel.
Since BTFI-2 will use the same optical elements and roughly the same optical design, these parameters should
be kept the same. In particular, the focal reducer already used in BTFI will be needed here to match the field
of BTFI-2 to that of SAM.
The final spectral range is defined by the performance on the different elements. More specifically, this
depends on the optical transmittance for SAM, the available Fabry-Perot’s, BTFI’s lenses and mirrors and the
EMCCDs. BTFI was originally designed to operate between 3500 A˚ and 7000 A˚ but the SAM blue wavelength
limit is 4000 A˚, with better performance towards the red. We do not currently have the transmission curves for
the the two Queensgate etalons that we have at the moment.
The BTFI-2 design had to minimize the number of fold mirrors to maximize optical throughput. We also
had to consider access to the Fabry-Perot while on telescope for alignment purposes, a process that occurs at
the beginning of each run. Easy access to the filter mechanism is also another requirement considering that
narrow-band filters could be changed every night.
4. OPTICAL DESIGN
Conceptually, BTFI’s design can be considered a simple imager with a focal reduction from F/16.5 to F/7.1. In
practice, the instrument is much more complex. We show in Figure 1 the optical designed by Opt. Eng. Damien
Jones from the company Prime Optics without any folding mirror. In this figure, FL1 and FL2 are the field
lenses, CL1 to CL3,1 are the collimator lenses and CM1,1 to CM3,2 are the camera lenses. The Etalon Sub
shown in this figure is a glass plate that substitutes the low finesse Fabry-Perot that was supposed to lie at that
position.
Figure 1: The BTFI system layout. Details about this figure in the text.
BTFI-2 uses the same optical design as the one shown in Fig. 1. Since BTFI is now retired, we plan to use
its optical elements. Given that the base optical design is the same and we already have the optical elements
in-hand, BTFI-2’s overall cost goes down and the instrument is simpler to build.
Although the basic optical design of BTFI-2 is the same, the optical path is different from BTFI due to the
requirement to have a simpler, light and compact instrument. Light comes from SAM (or the telescope) with a
F/16.25 ratio and meets the field lens (FField) after SAM’s focal plane (Pobj), and a folding mirror (M1) that
makes the optical axis parallel to a bench, where the instrument optics are located. Then, we added another
folding mirror (M2) so the instrument can fit the available space envelope. After M2, we have the collimator
(LCol), the pupil, the last folding mirror (M3), the camera lenses (LCam) and, finally, the detector. In the original
BTFI, the low-finesse Fabry-Perot was substituted by a 50 mm thick dummy plate. Without it the total optical
path is 1˜6 mm shorter.
We already have the conceptual design of the instrument bench with the mechanical supports for the lenses,
the Fabry-Perot, the shutter and the filter wheel. The detector will be static and the focus will be set at the lab
and minor adjustments will be done using shims. We plan to mount these elements at the CTIO’s optical lab as
a prototype and to help to review the design of the mechanical supports for the lenses. The idea is to have the
procedure for optical alignment before we send any design for manufacturing.
The conceptual mechanical design with the other elements is described below.
5. MECHANICAL DESIGN
The mechanical design was driven primarily by the constraints described at section 3. The base of the design is
its structural subsystem, which includes an attachment ring that matches the SAM VI bolt pattern, and a bench
that is fastened to this ring. All components are supported by the bench, and a lightweight sheet metal cover
encloses the instrument components. Light enters the instrument with it’s optical axis collinear to the central
axis of the attachment ring. It then passes through the shutter and field lens, and is folded so that the optical
axis is parallel to and 6.5cm above the surface of the bench.
Figure 2: The BTFI-2 system layout
Figure 3: BTFI-2, with each of the ten components/subsystems highlighted in a different color. The first
three subsystems, the shutter, field lens, and fold mirror A, are shown in light blue, orange, and bright green
respectively
The light is then folded again before passing through the collimator. After the collimator, the light passes
through the Fabry-Perot interferometer and interference filter∗ before being folded a third and final time. From
the last fold, the light enters the camera before reaching the detector at the instrument focal plane.
Access to the FP and the filter mechanism while the instrument is on the telescope were design drivers, and
thus these components are accessible through a port in the instrument covers. The FP is mounted on slides,
so that it can be removed from the inside of the covers for alignment access, and the filter mechanism can be
removed entirely using this port as well. A more detailed description of this access is included in the next
sub-section.
∗Please, check session 5.6 for further discussion on the filter wheel’s position.
5.1 Shutter
A 100 x 100 mm aperture Bonn Shutter is to be used near the visitor instrument focal plane of SAM, and is
statically mounted to the bench. This is a rectangular aperture, high-precision, slit type shutter that comes with
its own control electronics hardware and software, and is widely used within the astronomical community. Use of
this shutter reduces development and testing costs/risks that would be associated with development of a shutter
specifically for BTFI 2.0.
Usually the shutter is located close to the detector but we decided to place it at the instrument’s entrance to
help protecting the instrument from dust, when not used. The shutter design is meant to keep the whole surface
of the detector exposed at the same time even when placed close to the instrument focal plane.
5.2 Field Lens
The field lens along with optical mount from BTFI are used. It is mounted statically to a support which is
fastened to the bench, using pins to precisely define the position. The mount from BTFI includes adjustment
along the optical axis via threads in the mount. The present alignment strategy does not require this degree of
freedom, due to the relatively large axial tolerance for the field lens position. This feature will be included in
BTFI-2 to keep the parts interchangeable between instruments.
5.3 Fold Mirrors
The first fold mirror, fold mirror A, folds the beam so that the optical axis is parallel to the bench. All three fold
mirrors are taken with their mounts from BTFI, which include tip-tilt adjustment. Folds B and C are identical,
while fold A has a larger mirror surface area. The supports for these first two fold mirror/mount assemblies are
static relative to the bench, and the fold C assembly includes axial adjustment.
5.4 Collimator
The collimator and its optical mount from BTFI are used, with a new support structure that includes axial
adjustment. Tip-tilt and de-centralization misalignment of the collimator are compensated for using the tip-tilt
adjustment of the first two fold mirrors. Axial adjustment is accomplished using a push-pull design, with a M3
x 0.25 mm fine thread hex ball-nose adjuster, a M4 x 0.7 mm socket head cap screw to oppose the fine adjuster,
a dovetail slide interface, and pre-load provided by spring-nose plungers.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a) The collimator in its support. The support is on a dovetail slide, with axial position of the
collimator actuated with the adjuster at the left in the image, and pre-load from spring nose plungers on the
lower right in the image. (b) A detailed view of the adjustment actuator. The lower screw is a fine thread hex
adjuster with knob that pushes the collimator in its support, and the upper screw is a socket head cap screw
that pulls against the fine thread adjuster. Once aligned, four screws in the support that secure the collimator
to the bench are tightened to maintain alignment.
5.5 Fabry-Perot
Both BTFI and BTFI-2 are designed to work with the two new talons that are being developed in France by
Thales SESO. These new FP are required to have higher tunability (a few microns to hundreds of microns).
We expect spectral resolutions from 6000 to 25000. One of them is designed to have a higher Finesse so it will
operates as classical FP.
BTFI was designed to allocate both FP inside it, but BTFI-2 will have space for just one. This decision was
made based on the weight and space constraints. The original idea was to have the two FPs working together
so the first FP, with lower Finesse and close to BTFI’s image plane, could work as a tunable order selector for
the second FP, with higher Finesse and close to the pupil. In principle, this will not be allowed in BTFI-2 and
we will have to perform observations using the conventional narrow-band filters as order selectors.
One possibility not yet studied is to actually put the low order FP inside BTFI-2, to work as a tunable filter
like described above and use one of the two ICOS Fabry-Perots that we have been using for the SAM-FP mode
inside SAM.
SAM-FP is using the Fabry-Perot that we loaned from the University of Maryland and from the Australian
Astronomical Observatory (AAO). The highest resolution FP in use in SAM-FP has a mean gap of 200 µm and
works at an interference order p ' 609 at Hα 6562.78 A˚. A typical effective finesse F ' 18 and a resolution
R ' 11200 (at Hα) are measured for this etalon. The second Queensgate Fabry-Perot device that can be used
in SAM-FP has a gap of 44 µm and a working interference order p ' 134 at Hα 6562.78 A˚. A typical effective
finesse F ' 32 and a resolution R ' 4000 (at Hα) are measured for this device. These parameters are put
together on the Table 1. For early commissioning BTFI-2 could also use one of these FPs while the Thales SESO
talons are not finished.
For BTFI-2, the FP is mounted on long-life, high-load rated slides, to allow manual access to the FP for
alignment purposes while on the telescope without requiring removal of the FP from the instrument or the
instrument from the telescope. A port in the covers can be removed for access, and captive screws are used
to secure the FP in the ”in beam” position to eliminate risk of dropping hardware into the instrument when
accessing the FP when on the telescope.
Table 1: Nominal Parameters for the two Queensgate ET-70 Fabry-Perot
Gap Size 44µm 200µm
Interference order for Hα 134 609
Resolution for Hα 4000 11200
Free-Spectral-Range 48.95A˚ 10.77A˚
Free-Spectral-Range [km/s] 2230 km/s 490 km/s
Finesse 32 18
The slides lock open with a lever release, to secure the FP during the alignment process. This process
is manual, and the Fabry-Perot remains in the beam during normal operations. This makes it impossible to
acquire images to check pointing while on sky, without the operator manually removing the FP from the beam.
Initially, a motorized stage was considered in order to permit the acquisition of pointing images using BTFI-2’s
detector; however, this stage was eliminated due to mass limitations. Instead, pointing images will be obtained
using SAMI, and pointing error corrected for using pre-calculated offsets between the two instruments. The
process to switch between SAMI and BTFI-2 is simple, only requiring changing the orientation of the instrument
selector mirror internal to SAM. This procedure does increase time requirements before image acquisition, but
this additional time is insignificant when compared to the typical time required to scan with the FP.
Figure 5: The Fabry-Perot interferometer may be extended outside of the in-
strument covers for access for alignment purposes
(a) (b)
Figure 6: (a) The FP on its support in the ”in beam” configuration. (b) The FP on its support in the ”out of
beam” orientation.
5.6 Filter Wheel
The filter mechanism can be accessed through the same port in the covers as the FP, which allows the operator
to remove the entire mechanism in order to change the filters. It is supported on a support rail, and linear ball
bearings are used to couple the mechanism to the rail. The wheel has 6 apertures to allow for up 6 filters to be
installed at a time. Due to the acquisition images being obtained with SAMI, it is not necessary to leave one of
the apertures empty. Each filter is supported in a mechanical tilt assembly to allow for precision adjustment of
the tilt of the filters. This allows for tuning of the central wavelengths of the interference filters. A fine adjuster
with pitch of 0.20 mm is used to change the tilt, it is located at a distance from the axis of rotation of the tilt
assembly such that 1 mm of linear extension corresponds to 1 degree of inclination of the the filters up to 5
degrees. A spring provides pre-load against the adjustment, and the assembly is secured in the desired position
by two socket head cap screws.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: (a) The filter angle assembly inclined at an angle of 5 degrees. (b) The filter angle assembly in its
nominal position, with 0 degrees inclination.
The wheel is driven by a pinion gear that engages to the outer diameter of the filter wheel, which has helical
teeth machined on it’s outer diameter. The pinion gear is driven by an Oriental Motor PKP564FN24AW high-
torque stepper motor. The wheel is supported at its central axis of rotation, and turns on bearings. It is held in
a given position with a mechanical detent, which retains the wheel in the position defined by the user. A limit
switch defines a homing position. This aspect of the design needs further development, as the gears are not yet
fully defined.
Figure 8: The filter mechanism on its support rail. The angular piece on the
side is used to define the angle of the mechanism, and the handle provides easy
access for the operator.
The concept for filter wheel control is as follows. At the start of observations, the filter wheel will be
commanded to go to the home position. Once this datum has been defined, commands changing the filter
position will by determined by the number of steps between the initial and desired positions. Once in the desired
position, current to the motor will be cut, and therefore the holding torque of the motor. The mechanical detent
will then overcome parasitic torques in the system to retain the filter wheel in the desired position. Because
this detent engagement is mechanical, filter positions should be precisely defined and lost steps will not affect
position.
The present design of the instrument has the interference filters located near the instrument pupil and after
the FP, which is based on the design of BTFI. However, that will very likely cause multiple reflections between
the reflective surface of the interference filters and the FP surfaces. To avoid that, the filter wheel should lie
between the collimator and the FP. There may still some ghosting caused by reflections between the filter wheel
and the collimator but they will be much weaker than the current design.
5.7 Camera
The camera has a linear degree of freedom along the optical axis, which is actuated using the same design
adjustment for the collimator. Instead of adjusting the position of the detector dewar to focus, this adjustment
is achieved with the camera, since the linear adjustment occurs in the collimated space. Another linear adjustment
in the direction normal to the surface of the bench is used for decentralization correction (Figure 9a).
5.8 EMCCDs
We have now two e2v CCD207 EMCCDs 1696 x 1616 px controlled by a CCD Controller for Counting Photons, or
CCCP, each which were custom-built by a group based in the University of Montreal and is now commercialized
by Nu¨vu¨ Cameras. These two detectors presented an unstable behavior in the past, which was one of the factors
contributing to BTFI’s retirement. The cameras’ instability was related to terminal issues inside the camera,
and this issue is now solved.25
The two detectors linearity up to 20 kADU for Camera 1 and up to 15 kADU for Camera 2 is guaranteed25
for the classical mode. For the Amplified Mode, i.e. with eh EM gain turned on, the 65536 ADU digital limit
Table 2: Quantum efficiency in classic mode for both cameras.
Wavelength [A˚] Data sheet [%] Camera 1 [%] Camera 2 [%]
350 20 12.92 16.62
400 52 46.84 49.49
500 90 84.46 86.54
650 90 86.45 87.78
900 37 31.73 32.11
Table 3: e2v CCD207 EMCCD Characteristics
Camera 1 Camera 2
Readout Noise 1012 90.79 e−/px 89.50 e−/px
PreAmp Gain 3.86 e−/adu 4.71 e−/adu
EM Gain 1011 e−/e− 1005 e−/e−
CIC Noise 0.010 e−/px 0.025 e−/px
Effective Readout Noise 0.1 e− 0.1 e−
Dark noise 0.0039 e− · px−1 · s−1 0.0045 e− · px−1 · s−1
Pixel size
19 µm
0.12 x 0.12 arcsec
Detector Size
1696 x 1616
32.22 x 30.70 mm
Estimated average readout time 247 ms for 10MHz
imposed by the analogic-to-digital converter (ADC) is reached with much less light. The Quantum Efficiency
in classic mode is roughly constant and a bit higher than 90% between 500 and 650 nm, and decreases almost
linearly to ∼ 35 % at 900 nm and ∼ 40 % at 400 nm (Table 2).
For high-frame rate, the clock-induced charges (CIC) becomes dominant over the other sources of noise
affecting the EMCCD (mainly dark noise).24,26 Ref. 25 makes a comparison between BTFI cameras and some
other found in the literature and find out that the CIC values, shown in Table 3, are very low. For example,
Ref. 27 uses EMCCDs model CCD201-20 from E2V and obtained a CIC noise of 0.0447 e− · px−1 with a Gain
of 300. The commercial camera iXon3 860 from Andor company† has a CIC noise of 0.05 e− · px−1 for a Gain
about the same level of our detectors. He also found some cases where the CIC noise was lower than ours, but
those are equipment designed for specific goals and with smaller detectors (e.g., Daigle, 200924). Although the
two detectors still have to be tested on sky, the laboratory tests indicates that our detectors are now stable and
that they could be used in their current condition on BTFI-2.
For use with BTFI-2, a new mechanical support was designed for the detectors (fig:detector). The detector
dewar attaches to an interface piece, which in turn is fastened to the detector dewar support at four points. Three
of these points include push-pull adjustment with fine adjusters to correct for tip-tilt misalignment. The three
corners are oriented such that tip and tilt adjustments are isolated and there is not play between the adjustments.
Spherical washers with socket head cap screws are used to ensure secure engagement after alignment.
†http://www.andor.com/scientific-cameras/ixon-emccd-camera-series/ixon3-860
(a) (b)
Figure 9: (a) The camera in its support. The knob at the top is used in the alignment process. (b) The detector
dewar on its support.
6. EXPECTED PERFORMANCE
As mentioned before, one of the main motivations of having BTFI-2 is that we would like to have a better
performance than SAM-FP. At the moment, SAM-FP is both limited by overhead time and a high readout
noise. For observations of faint sources, SAMI’s readout were higher than the sky noise. Data obtained in
the last runs also showed a lot of noise artifacts like horizontal stripes that interfere severely on the data-cube
analysis.
Table 3 shows that the readout noise on BTFI’s detectors are much lower than SAMI’s, with 1.45 e−/px
readout noise, for 4×4 binning in normal read speed with gain 2.1e−/adu. The main noise source on EMCCDs
is the CIC noise. For the detectors we have now, the CIC noise is 0.010 e−/px at a readout frequency 10 MHz
(readout time 247 ms) and nominal EM Gain 1000. The CIC noise can make it less attractive for brighter sources
but the required frame rate (few frames per second) would still keep it under the same levels as observing with
a CCD but with the advantage of having multiple sweeps during the scanning process.
The average overhead time during SAM-FP observations is primarilty the sum of the readout time and the
time spend to change the gap size of the talon. The latest observations with SAMI-FP showed that a 4×4
binning (0.18 × 0.18 arcsec) is sufficient to properly sample the sky. We measured the readout time in this
configuration using a set of BIAS images for different nights and we found an average value of 2.54 ± 0.10 s.
The readout time for the BTFI’s EMCCD can reach 500ms, but this alone does not guarantee that observations
using them would be more efficient than with SAMI using a classical CCD.
For the setup currently in use on SAM-FP, we would expect an overhead time of less than 500 ms, considering
TCP/IP and serial communications between computer-controller-talon when changing channels. We found that
the actual average overhead time per channel during a FP scan changes with the exposure time. The longer
the exposure time is, the smaller the overhead time will be. We believe that the source of this large overhead
lies inside the software that controls the Fabry-Perot. Our experiments have shown that the lowest limit for the
average overhead time is at exposure time of ∼ 140 s which is limited by the readout time.
For the reasons above, we have used SAM-FP in slow scanning mode, with typical exposures between 30 and
120 seconds per channel. This is a compromise between having the longest possible single-channel exposure time
in order to have a sky-noise limited observation while not experiencing too much of a change in the observing
conditions (seeing, airmass variations, passage of clouds, etc). The largest problem with the slow scanning mode
is that any variation in flux or in the sky lines will be added to the cubes. As described on Ref. 15, one wants
to scan as many times as possible with rapid scan so the flux variation and the sky lines are averaged, have a
better behavior and are easier to be removed from the data-cube.
Table 4 shows the total overhead time with SAMI for one and for five sweeps while keeping the total exposure
time per channel. It shows that observations with single scan with more than 60 s have a duty cycle loss of less
Table 4: Duty cycle loss per channel on SAM-FP for different number of scans
and different total exposure time per channel.
Total time exposed per channel Sweeps Overhead per channel Duty cycle loss
10 s 1 9.43 s 94.32 %
30 s 1 8.70 s 28.98 %
60 s 1 7.59 s 12.65 %
90 s 1 6.49 s 7.21 %
120 s 1 5.38 s 4.49 %
10 s 5 48.63 s 486.30 %
30 s 5 47.89 s 159.65 %
60 s 5 46.79 s 77.98 %
90 s 5 45.69 s 50.76 %
120 s 5 44.58 s 37.15 %
than 12 %, which is acceptable. The atmosphere and transparency effects are still important here. If we perform
a five sweep scanning (scanning the cube five times) while keeping the total exposure time the same, the duty
cycle reaches unpractical values. Considering the overhead of 500 ms as readout time of a EMCCD and 500 ms
as the time between channels, the duty cycle loss for a total exposure of 30 s and five sweep is only 16 %, 10
times more efficient than the same case with the CCD.
Finally, we expect an optical performance similar to BTFI. Ref. 28 measures BTFI’s imaging quality using
a 50 µm pinhole at the instrument focal plane. The expected spot size produced at the detector was 1.12 pixel
diameter while it was measured had 2.45 pixels (0.30 arcsec) radius for Camera 1 and 2.14 pixel (0.26 arcsec)
radius for Camera 2. This is not an optimal value since SAM can provide image with up to 0.4 arcsec during
nights with optical conditions. Most frequently, the delivered fwhm is about 0.5 - 0.6 arcsec under good conditions
so this is not a killing issue.
7. CONCLUSION
This document shows that BTFI-2 is a feasible project considering the optical elements, optical and mechanical
concept, and detectors are all available. Accordingly to the expected performance described, BTFI-2 will expand
the limits of Fabry-Perot science that can be done at SOAR with SAM, both by increasing the sensitivity and
lowering down the duty cycle loss.
We plan to improve the FP control system to reach the 500 ms overhead time using the two loaned etalons.
The THALES SESO FP must also fit this requirement. A control system will be developed using the Chimera
Observatory Control System29‡, a Python Framework developed to manage observatories and astronomical
instruments.
Finally, the BTFI-2 proposal is aligned to the future of instrumentation in SOAR. An upgrade to SAM is
under way to improve the performance of GLAO correction at shorter wavelengths in the visible.30 This enhances
BTFI-2 to make line-ratio studies and reddening measurements with good angular accuracy at (almost) all visible
range over the large FoV provided by SOAR.
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